Personalised care, access, quality and team coordination are the main dimensions of family medicine output
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Background. Health organisations continually seek good output indicators of family medicine health care provision because they are accountable to society, they need to compare services, and need to evaluate the impact of organisational reforms.

Objectives. Using the sources of information routinely available in health-service management, we sought to assess the groups of components of primary health care output that best serve to define the outcome of family medicine services.

Design. Cross-sectional descriptive study.

Site. Primary health care in Catalunya.

Participants. Two hundred and thirteen primary health care teams.

Measurements. Information was collected on team structure, user satisfaction, quality-of-professional-life of the health care professionals, and physicians’ drug prescription. Confirmatory Factor Analysis was used to assess the number of dimensions that best explained the family medicine outcome.

Results. The model that best fits the structure of the data (AGFI = 0.778) is that which consists of three dimensions i.e. (1) the individual accessibility to the services and professional–patient relationship; (2) the coordination within the health care team; (3) the scientific-technical quality of the service. The first two of these dimensions were correlated between themselves, but the third was totally independent of the other two.

Conclusions. Using sources of information that are routinely employed in primary health care services management, the model enables the measurement of the output of family medicine by considering the dimensions such as inter-personnel relationships, internal coordination of the team and the scientific-technical quality of the service. Despite its simplicity, this measure of the output incorporates the views not only of the users but also of the health care professionals.

Introduction

Health care systems need performance indicators of family medicine services for public accountability, for comparison between centres and countries\textsuperscript{1} and for evaluating the impact of health care reforms. To be generally applicable for comparing different service-provider organisations, these indicators need
to be simple and based on the data derived from information systems that are routinely available within health care organisations.\(^2\)

The Institute of Medicine in the USA recommended that family medicine practitioners should publish their performance indicators relating to costs, quality, accessibility and satisfaction of the patient as well as that of the health care professional.\(^3\) Further advice was to search for other indicators that would better illustrate the impact of the service on the citizen, and which would evaluate aspects related to the main components defining primary health care.\(^4\) A recent systematic review of the literature highlighted that such attributes of primary medicine (accessibility, continuity, consultation duration, patient–physician relationship, coordination between services and implementation of preventive measures) were related to improvements in health, or in the satisfaction of the patient.\(^5\)

Focus-group studies which collected the opinions of health care professionals, managers and users of family medicine services, identified four dimensions of the health care product. Combining their fundamental attributes these were: (1) access to the services; (2) coordination within the primary health care teams (PHCT), and with other levels of health care facilities; (3) relationship between the health care professionals and the users of the service; (4) scientific-technical quality of the PHCT and the range of services provided. Equity, satisfaction and efficiency were identified as the main cross-sectional axes of the components of output.\(^6\)

Inevitably, there are different groupings of the same dimensions because many of them are intimately related.\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) Hence, with the objective of attempting to unify the dimensions used in evaluating these services, we planned this study to describe the groupings that best define the output of family medicine services while using the sources of information that are routinely available in health care management.

Materials and methods

A cross-sectional study was designed to analyse the output of family medicine services from 267 PHCT which, in the year 2003, were integrated within the Institut Català de la Salut (ICS; the Catalan Health Service). This organization covers primary health care requirements for ~77% of the population of the Autonomous Region of Catalonia (Spain). The other 23% of the population are covered by other health care providers.

Data sources

The variables studied were obtained from the following databases used routinely in the administration of the ICS in the year 2003. These included the structural database of the health care teams, a questionnaire of user satisfaction, a questionnaire assessing quality-of-professional-life, and the database of drug prescription.

Team structure. The database of team structure contains characteristics of the team such as geographical location, professional composition, extent of the catchment population, and quantitative indicators of clinical activity.

User satisfaction. The primary health care service user’s questionnaire was designed to measure user satisfaction. These aspects included: team organization; performance of the physicians, nurses and clerical staff; care received; extent to which the health problem was resolved; and the physical premises of the Primary Care Centre (PCC). The questionnaire was voluntary and self-reporting. Each question of each section was measured on a scale of 0 (very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied). Each PCC received 200 questionnaires biannually. The selection for the study sample was by quotas such that, of the 200 questionnaires, 50 were for pediatrics, 100 for the population aged between 15 and 64 years (50% for females and 50% for males), and the 50 remaining questionnaires distributed to the population >64 years of age (25 for females and 25 for males). Failures to respond were covered by substitution.

The questionnaire was validated in a sample of 1780 individuals, mean age 46.4 years (SD 15.5), 64.2% were women, who were attending 9 urban PCC over a period of 1 week in the year 2000.\(^9\) The reliability of the questionnaire was validated using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient which demonstrated an optimal consistency of the five factors: the team’s organization = 0.87; the performance of the physicians, nurses and clerical staff = 0.92; the care received = 0.96; the extent to which the health problem was resolved = 0.96; the physical premises of the PCC = 0.74 (i.e. good or excellent in all situations).

Quality of professional-life. The quality professional-life questionnaire (QPL) contained 35 items and, from which, a profile composed of three summed scores can be defined for overall QPL\(^10\): work demands, support from the hierarchy, and intrinsic motivation. Each item of the questionnaire was measured on a scale of 1 (very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied). The questionnaire was distributed every year to every PCHT during the month of November. The response rate to the QPL questionnaires in 2003 was 66.68%.\(^11\)

The questionnaire was validated in a sample of professionals (health care and non-health-care workers) who were employed in March 1995 in 8 of the 9 Primary Care Directorates (PCD) of the Subdivision of the Costa de Ponent-Tarragona-Tortosa (SAP) of the ICS. Of the 4506 professionals, 2926 responded (64.8%).
The reliability of the questionnaire was validated by Chronbach’s alpha coefficient showing good consistency for the three defined factors: work demands = 0.81; support from the hierarchy = 0.86; intrinsic motivation = 0.75. Finally, the stability of the questionnaire was evaluated using the test-retest system administered in the Old Town Health Area of Barcelona (Area Básica de Salud Gòtic de Barcelona) with an interval of 15 days between the two administrations.

**Prescription.** The data on prescription were obtained from the invoices sent by the pharmacy offices of the participating centres. This database contained not only the cost per citizen but also the type of drug prescribed to each patient. With this information it is possible to generate a synthetic indicator of the quality of the prescriptions, termed Prescription Quality Standard. It is a pool of indicators that increases the score with respect to the following aspects: (1) the prescription of a high proportion of drugs with a demonstrably high efficacy and safety; (2) to limit the use of new drugs that do not add therapeutic value to the drugs already available for the same clinical indications; (3) to reduce the over-prescription of some groups of drugs (antibiotics, benzodiazepines, NSAIDs and proton pump inhibitors; and finally, (4) adherence to a selection of drugs recommended by evidence-based guidelines for the treatment of common primary health care problems (antihypertensive, hypolipidaemiantantibiotics, anti-asthematics, anti-depressives, hypnotics, proton pump inhibitors and NSAID). Annually, a numerical objective is agreed for each performance indicator. This goal is calculated based on the 75th percentile of the previous year’s performance for the overall group of physicians. The objectives may be achieved in various grades scored from 0 to 130 (http://www.eurodurg.com/country%20presentations.pdf).

**Dimensions**

Among the variables that were collected from these information sources were those that could be, potentially, a measure of each one of the four dimensions proposed in the qualitative study and, further, whose values would reflect the activity and capacity of the PHCT (Table 1). Accessibility and physician–patient relationship were measured with those variables evaluated by the service users with respect to the function and organisation of the PHCT, in addition to the indicators of appropriateness of the numbers of PHCT professionals employed for the catchment population. Team coordination was measured from the perspective of the health care professionals working within the PHCT. The continuity of health care provision by the family physician and specialist was that perceived by the patient. The relationship between the health care professional and the patient was measured from variables that quantified the work-load of the physicians together with the patients’ opinions on the manner in which they were treated, the perceived quality of the service, and the physician’s empathy. The scientific-technical quality was evaluated using the prescription indicators taking into account the cost and the quality of drug appropriateness for the clinical indication. Also included was the overall consumption, the consumption of drugs for mental health disorders, chronic conditions and for prevention, since these aspects were identified as being essential by, both, health care professionals and by the patients.

**Statistical analyses**

The dimensions of the output of primary care were evaluated using the methodology of Confirmatory Factor Analysis. The principal objective of the technique is to quantify the degree to which the correlations between several observed variables can be explained by a few latent variables which, in our study, were termed dimensions. In this sense, the procedure attempts to reduce data dimensionality.

The model parameters were estimated via maximum likelihood, which has the advantage of being scale free. Thus, parameter estimations are all comparable independently of the scale used to measure the variables. The correlations between the model dimensions as well as the correlations between the measurement errors of the variables that define each dimension were assessed based on the modification index values; incorporating those with a modification index >2. To determine regression coefficients not significantly different from zero and, furthermore, to eliminate them from the model, confidence intervals based on bootstrap methodology were used.

Three models were fitted. The first model consisted of four dimensions (described in Table 1). The second model had three dimensions and is the result of collapsing the dimension of accessibility and the dimension of the health care professional-patient relationship from the previous model. The new dimension indicates that easy accessibility to the PCC and to its PHCT favours the continuity of care and is conducive to good relationships between health care professionals and patients. Finally, the third model consisted of two dimensions and is the result of the dimension of accessibility to the PCC and to its PHCT being combined with the coordination dimension within the PHCT. The output remains separated into two aspects; one which refers to the technical quality of the health care and the other which groups all the aspects referring to the human factor and the organization of the services (inter-personnel relationships and team work).

The process of electing the most appropriate model was based on the differences in the chi-squared values (Dχ²) between consecutive models, and in the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) varying between 0 and 1 (where 1 defines the perfect fit). The models
were fitted using the Amos 4 module of the SPSS software package.

Results

The analysis included a total of 213 PHCT out of the 267 that were within the administration remit of the ICS in the year 2003. Fifty-four PHCT were excluded from the study because of incomplete data sets. Table 2 summarises the PHCT data on those that did and did not, participate in the present study. There were no significant differences between these two groups of PHCT.

The model that best fitted the structure of the data was that which consisted of three dimensions (Table 3) with an AGFI of 0.778. Figure 1 contains the main parameter estimates of the model. The ‘relationship between patient and health care professional’, ‘accessibility’ and ‘coordination of the team’ dimensions correlated positively. Conversely, the ‘scientific-technical quality’ dimension was independent of the others. Parameters that related the variables studied with each dimension had values between 0 and 1 if the relationship was positive and between 0 and –1 if negative (Figure 1). The variables related to the ‘relationship between health care professional and patient
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Dimensions of family medicine output

Discussion

Our results show that many of the attributes that describe family medicine output are tightly inter-related. We identified a three dimensions model that explains, with high efficiency, the variability of the data (AGFI = 0.778). The three dimensions are those of: inter-personnel relationships, the team organisation, and scientific-technical quality. The first dimension is tightly linked to all those aspects describing personal relationships between the health care professionals and the patient, and also included aspects of accessibility of the patient to the services. The second refers to the capacity for team-work based on the coordination between different health care professionals. The third dimension, which is totally independent of the previous two, is based on scientific-technical quality, or the extent to which the health care procedures are based on the best evidence available.

Other authors have observed a relationship between accessibility and continuity with respect to the physician–patient relationship. Responses by health care users in Massachusetts (USA) to a questionnaire were evaluated in relation to the impact on outcomes of the different components of the health care provision (accessibility, continuity, overall care, integration, clinical interaction, inter-personal relationship, confidence). The results indicated that the only factors that were associated with ‘best outcomes’ were the patient’s confidence in the physician and the physician’s knowledge of the patient. Also of note was that the dimension of individualised clinical care was independent of the dimension of team coordination. An evaluation of the care provided by family physicians in Holland found that only two dimensions contributed independently to the final output of the care: one was related to the structure (management and organisation of the team) and the other was related to the process of clinical care.
Despite interactions between aspects related to team organisation, physician–patient relationship, and scientific-technical quality, our model shows that teams that rely on good technical quality do not necessarily have good outputs in terms of interpersonal relationships with patients, or with respect to team coordination. Conversely, it is not unreasonable to expect that there would be an association between the dimension of patient–physician relationship and that of team coordination in primary care; teams having a good work-place environment having more satisfied users, as well.

We need to highlight that the indicators introduced in the analysis were those variables that best fit the parameters identified in the qualitative study. We do not know if this same grouping would be maintained if other variables had been used. It would be of considerable interest to assess whether our model continues to be valid if applied to other health care organisations. The method would achieve full validation if the PHCT classified as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ performers under the criteria of the present model receive the same classification if other procedures of quality of health care evaluation of health services management were used.

It may appear surprising that the variables relating to scientific-technical aspects were derived only from information available on drug prescription. We used this source of data because most health care organisations make use of detailed prescription information because of the importance of this section within a health-service budget. Prescription data are more
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valid than that derived from audits of clinical records which, usually, are of small sample size. However, the increasing computerisation of clinical records in family medicine will enable more rapid analyses of whole populations and, as well, provide valid and valuable information on the technical quality of clinical procedures for inclusion in this dimension of family medicine output evaluation.

Family medicine services need to be able to measure their health care output using their own registries and should not have to rely on information from other levels of health care. As such, we chose not to include indicators that are becoming increasing popular, such as the concept of avoidable hospitalisation, since these data are obtained from registrations of patients’ discharge from hospital which, often, are not readily available to PHCT.

Our current model provides an overview of family medicine output which incorporates not only hard indicators and objectives such as drug prescription, but also other more subjective indicators linked to the opinions of the users and the healthcare professionals. This perspective offers a better view of the expectations of health-and-service provision in primary care when the patient seeks help from the family physician. The evaluation of the family physician’s performance exclusively based on objective indicators does not display the whole range of activities fulfilled in general practice.

We developed a model that allows measurement of the output of the service provided by the family physician by considering the dimensions of personal relationships, internal coordination of the PHCT, and the technical-scientific quality of the health care provision. We used the sources of information that are easily available because they are routinely employed in the management of primary health care services. Despite its simplicity of data collection, the aspects identified as being linked to the expectations from the service have components that relate not only to the healthcare professionals but also to the users. This family medicine output may be useful in identifying PHCT with problems in fulfilling their health care remit since these would be highlighted as outputs deviating from that of the majority. It also allows evaluation of the impact of reforms introduced to help improve team performance, and to monitor the team’s progress in achieving previously defined targets.
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